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Marta Reynal-Querol and José G. Montalvo
A B S T R A C T
This paper analyzes the role of religious conflict in the process of development of a
country.  We construct an index of religious polarization using data on the proportions of each
religion in a country.  The index of polarization is an alternative to the usual fragmentation index.
We argue that for the case of religious conflict the fragmentation index is less appropriate than
the polarization measure.  We include the religious polarization index in a growth regression
specification to determine the effect of religious conflicts on growth.  The main finding is that
religious conflict is an important factor in explaining economic growth and it is also an important
explanation for the so called “Africa’s growth tragedy”.  Moreover, religious polarization has a
larger explanatory power on growth than ethnolinguistic and religious fragmentation. 
Keywords: index of religious polarization, fragmentation index, economic growth. 
 
R E S U M E N
Este trabajo analiza el papel de los conflictos religiosos en el desarrollo de un país.
Hemos construido un índice de polarización religiosa  utilizando los datos de proporción de cada
religión en un país.  El índice de polarización es una alternativa al habitual índice de
fragmentación.  Sostenemos que para el caso de conflictos religiosos, el índice de fragmentación
es menos apropiado que el de polarización.    Incluimos el índice de polarización religiosa en una
regresión de crecimiento para determinar el efecto de los conflictos religiosos sobre el
crecimiento. El resultado principal es que el conflicto religioso es un factor importante al explicar
el crecimiento económico y también al explicar la llamada  “tragedia del crecimiento de África”.
Además, la polarización religiosa tiene mayor poder explicativo sobre el crecimiento que la
fragmentación etnolingüística y religiosa. 
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R2 0.2168 0.2210 0.2207 0.2085 0.2397 0.2348 0.2440
Dummies for each religion have been used in order to isolate the effect of polarization, except for
regression 4, in which just the dummy for the animist religion has been used.
The AD variable is calculated using the pop values for each peridTABLE 2
Set of explanatory variables Barro (1991)
Dep var
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Dummies for each religion have been used in order to isolate the effect of polarization, except for regression
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Dummies for each religion have been used in order to isolate the effect of polarization, except for regression
3, in which just the dummy for the animist religion has been used.TABLE 7
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c
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R
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n
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R
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R
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a
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c
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P
P
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